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HISTOrY® HIGHLIGHTS - NETHERLANDS

Brand new and exclusive

drivetime
Saturdays at 21:00 from 7 December
This December, HISTORY is going car crazy with back-toback car-themed programming every Saturday from
21:00. Premiering on 7 December is brand new Battle of
the 80s Supercars With David Hasselhoff. In this twohour special, Knight Rider star David Hasselhoff sets out
to prove how the iconic 80s KITT car inspired and
revolutionised the car industry for years to come. From
one of the fastest vehicles on the planet to an amphibious
sports car, Hasselhoff will pull back the curtain, meet the
mavericks, and get behind the wheel of some of the
wildest cars out there. Iconic vehicles and their drivers will
then line up for a race with Hasselhoff in the KITT car,
Dirk Benedict in the A Team Squad Van from The ATeam, and Erik Estrada in the motorcycle from the police
drama series ChiPs. The full stunt includes: Chuck
Norris’s Epic Guide To Military Vehicles (14/12), American
Restoration: Truck Edition (21/12), The Lost Corvette
(28/12), and Counting Cars: Danny’s Detroit Special
(04/01). The Car Stunt also features American Pickers
Aerosmith Van episode (07/12 at 20:00).

Brand new and exclusive

Forged in Fire: KniFe or deatH
Fridays at 21:25 from 20 December
If Forged in Fire is ‘Bake-Off with Blades’, then Forged in
Fire: Knife or Death is ‘Bake-Off with Blades meets
Gladiators’. Knife or Death returns, featuring America’s
most experienced blade smiths, martial artists and knife
experts as they slice and chop their way through a bladeshattering gauntlet for a chance at winning a $20,000
grand prize. In every episode, competitors take a timed
run through an obstacle course that tests the strength,
sharpness and craftsmanship of their blades, along with
their skills at wielding them. The two competitors with the
fastest times gain entry to the final round each week – the
dreaded Dead Run. The winner of each episode earns a
cash prize and a coveted spot in the season finale, where
they will compete in the Championship Showdown. Who
can do the most damage and complete the course in the
shortest time? And who will be crowned champion?
Hosted by WWE wrestling Hall of Famer Bill Goldberg
(pictured). (8x60)
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new episodes

BlacK sails
Sundays at 21:00 from 15 December
Hundreds of British soldiers lie dead in a forest… The
Royal Navy sails back to England… The West Indies is
now a war zone, and the shores of New Providence Island
have never been bloodier. With the help of Eleanor
Guthrie (played by Hannah New), Woodes Rogers
(played by Luke Roberts) transforms Nassau into a
fortress, as Captain Flint (played by Toby Stephens,
pictured) amasses a fleet of unprecedented strength,
hoping to strike the final blow and reshape the world
forever. Black Sails returns for its fourth and final season,
which follows the tales of Captain Flint and his notorious
crew as they fight for fortune and survival. Black Sails is
a Michael Bay production, which takes place prior to the
events portrayed in the Robert Louis Stevenson novel
‘Treasure Island’. (10x60)

Brand new and exclusive

Hitler’s secret tunnels
Monday 23 December at 20:30
70 years after the end of World War II, hundreds of miles
of tunnels built by the Nazis may still be protecting Hitler’s
final secrets. When explorers Mike Scott and Luke
Mahoney uncover a hidden Nazi document that reveals a
sealed Nazi underworld, they search these unexplored
tunnel complexes that might hold the answers.
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